
Energy efficiency

»  The most precise and efficient heat pump you can buy*
»  Up to 23.50 SEER and 10.20 HSPF efficiency ratings
»  ENERGY STAR® qualified**—Meets or exceeds EPA guidelines for energy efficiency

Precise home comfort

»  Precise Comfort™ technology keeps air within 0.5 degree of your set temperature, 
filling every inch of your home with perfectly cooled air

»  Inverter-driven compressor can adjust cooling output in increments as small as 1%, 
using only the exact amount of energy you need to stay comfortable

»  Climate IQ™ technology modifies system output depending on geographical area 
to deliver greater comfort and humidity control

Quiet operation

»  Lowest operating noise levels of any heat pump available

Environmentally responsible

»  SunSource® Solar-Ready option allows you to add solar modules and create a solar-
powered system that reduces energy consumption and utility costs

Reliable performance

»  High-quality construction features heavy-gauge, galvanized steel that’s been tested 
in the most extreme environments to ensure maximum durability

»  10-year limited warranty on compressor and covered components***

Optimize your system

»  icomfort™-enabled Technology—Works with the icomfort Wi-Fi® thermostat to 
enable One-Touch Away Mode, remote access and more

»  iharmony-ready—Integrates with the iharmony™ Zoning System to provide 
advanced airflow control while saving energy in your home

Dave Lennox Signature® Collection
XP25 Heat Pump

XP25
The most precise 
and efficient heat 
pump you can buy*

Choosing an ENERGY STAR qualified product like 
the XP25 can improve your comfort, while also 
helping you save energy and money. For other 
ways it pays to make your home more efficient, 
visit ItPaystoLiveSmart.com.

The XP25 has earned the ENERGY STAR 
Most Efficient 2013 label, which means it 
is recognized as one of the most efficient 
products that qualify for ENERGY STAR.

    * Efficiency claim based on comparison of air conditioning and heat pump products’ SEER as published in AHRI (January 
2013). Actual system combination efficiency may vary; consult a Lennox Dealer or AHRI for exact system efficiencies. 
Precision claim based on the cooling capacity range of the XC/XP25-036 units as compared to equivalent-sized 
 competitive variable capacity compressor units.

  ** Proper sizing and installation of equipment is critical to achieve optimal performance. Split system air conditioners and 
heat pumps must be matched with appropriate coil components to meet ENERGY STAR criteria. Ask your Lennox dealer 
for details or visit energystar.gov.

***Applies to residential applications only. See actual warranty certificate for details.

This page is for summary purposes only. Please refer to Lennox product literature for full details.


